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""Variation stands out as the only meaningful reality" Stephen J. Gould"

1. INTRODUCTION {#ece34252-sec-0002}
===============

Since the beginnings of modern network theory (Newman, [2003](#ece34252-bib-0036){ref-type="ref"}, [2010](#ece34252-bib-0037){ref-type="ref"}), studies have assessed the importance of particular network structures (e.g., exponential or scale‐free networks) by their capacity to tolerate an external perturbation acting on their structure or dynamics (e.g., a random or targeted sequential removal of nodes, Albert, Jeong, & Barabási, [2000](#ece34252-bib-0001){ref-type="ref"}). This has paved the way for a similar research agenda in network and community ecology (Bascompte & Jordano, [2013](#ece34252-bib-0003){ref-type="ref"}; Pascual & Dunne, [2005](#ece34252-bib-0039){ref-type="ref"}). In particular, theoretical studies have been investigating this importance by quantifying the effects of network structure on community persistence (Montoya, Pimm, & Solé, [2006](#ece34252-bib-0034){ref-type="ref"}). To capture these effects, a typical approach has been centered on randomly removing species (removing interactions or sampling randomly model parameters) and comparing the extent to which different network structures avoid additional species extinctions. This tolerance has then been taken as evidence for a structure\'s advantage, disadvantage, or lack of any importance over other structural patterns (James, Pitchford, & Plank, [2013](#ece34252-bib-0026){ref-type="ref"}; Sales‐Pardo, [2017](#ece34252-bib-0047){ref-type="ref"}). However, the large number of degrees of freedom involved in these analyses (e.g., parameter values and choice of perturbation) has been a central limitation. In fact, it is unclear the extent to which such conclusions can be generalized (Grilli, Rogers, & Allesina, [2016](#ece34252-bib-0021){ref-type="ref"}; Saavedra, Rohr, Dakos, & Bascompte, [2013](#ece34252-bib-0045){ref-type="ref"}). Therefore, the question has become whether it is possible at all to infer the importance of a network structure through its capacity to tolerate external perturbations (Rohr, Saavedra, & Bascompte, [2014](#ece34252-bib-0042){ref-type="ref"}).

In this manuscript, we use a simple example to demonstrate that the tolerance to external perturbations of different network structures under the same dynamics can quickly change as a function of the type, direction, and magnitude of the perturbations. That is, the importance of a network structure depends on the external perturbations faced by a community at any given point in time (Cadotte & Tucker, [2017](#ece34252-bib-0008){ref-type="ref"}; Coulson et al., [2017](#ece34252-bib-0014){ref-type="ref"}; Song, Rohr, & Saavedra, [2017](#ece34252-bib-0051){ref-type="ref"}). Thus, if studies focus on a specific set of external perturbations in order to infer the general importance of a network structure, it would lead to inconsistent conclusions. This implies that the importance of a given network structure in a community should always be understood in relation to local environmental settings. In this line, we propose and discuss a research agenda to investigate the relative importance of the structure of ecological networks under an environment‐dependent framework. We strongly believe that this new synthesis can move the field of ecology toward a more systematic and predictive science (Petchey et al., [2015](#ece34252-bib-0040){ref-type="ref"}).

2. LINKING NETWORK STRUCTURE AND PERSISTENCE {#ece34252-sec-0003}
============================================

To investigate the tolerance of an ecological network to external perturbations, studies have been linking the structure of interaction networks with community persistence. Traditionally, this structure has been derived from the topology of species interaction networks, that is, the binary representation of who interacts with whom in a given location and time (Bascompte & Jordano, [2013](#ece34252-bib-0003){ref-type="ref"}; Pascual & Dunne, [2005](#ece34252-bib-0039){ref-type="ref"}). This topology can be represented by a binary matrix, whose elements denote the presence or absence of a direct interaction between two species. In order to talk about the structure of a network, it has also been necessary to talk about the lack of structure in a network (Newman, [2010](#ece34252-bib-0037){ref-type="ref"}). In this context, random networks (or null models) have been the gold standard benchmark of no structure. Generally, these random networks are simple ensembles of binary matrices with a given number of 1s and 0s randomly shuffled. Statistically significant deviations from these random networks have been taken as a sign of a structure in an observed interaction network (Ulrich, Almeida‐Neto, & Gotelli, [2009](#ece34252-bib-0059){ref-type="ref"}). Note that the characterization of a structure is not restricted to its topology, and many different definitions (e.g., weighted instead of binary patterns) and null models can be used (Schupp, Jordano, & Gómez, [2017](#ece34252-bib-0050){ref-type="ref"}). Yet, the conceptual framework is exactly the same.

This framework has revealed that many real‐world networks exhibit a distribution of interactions that depart from null expectations (Newman, [2010](#ece34252-bib-0037){ref-type="ref"}). For example, in network ecology, two of the structures that have captured most of the attention are modular and nested structures (Bascompte & Jordano, [2013](#ece34252-bib-0003){ref-type="ref"}; Pascual & Dunne, [2005](#ece34252-bib-0039){ref-type="ref"}). Modular structures are those in which groups of species have many interactions among them, but few interactions with the rest of the species in the network. Nested structures are those where highly connected species interact with both highly connected and poorly connected species, while poorly connected species interact almost exclusively with highly connected species. Thus, many studies have been interested in understanding the existence and importance of such network structures through their potential links with community persistence.

Formally, community persistence corresponds to the capacity of a given community to sustain positive abundances for all its constituent species (Hofbauer & Sigmund, [1998](#ece34252-bib-0022){ref-type="ref"}). In many cases, this definition has been relaxed and taken as the fraction of species that can sustain positive abundances in a community when subject to some initial conditions or external perturbations (Bunin, [2017](#ece34252-bib-0007){ref-type="ref"}; Ives & Carpenter, [2007](#ece34252-bib-0025){ref-type="ref"}; Pascual & Dunne, [2005](#ece34252-bib-0039){ref-type="ref"}). In the absence of empirical data, the challenge has been how to model the temporal evolution of species abundances and their response to external perturbations (Rohr et al., [2014](#ece34252-bib-0042){ref-type="ref"}). Therefore, some studies have analyzed community persistence by assuming a random or targeted sequential removal of species (or interactions) in an interaction network, and considered extinctions (i.e., when abundances go to zero) whenever a species is left without interactions (Pascual & Dunne, [2005](#ece34252-bib-0039){ref-type="ref"}). Other studies have used population dynamics models to investigate the fraction of species that ends up with positive abundances at equilibrium under some random initial conditions (Rohr et al., [2014](#ece34252-bib-0042){ref-type="ref"}). Similarly, using population dynamics models, other studies have systematically investigated the range of parameter values (initial conditions) compatible with positive abundances of all species in a community (Saavedra et al., [2017](#ece34252-bib-0044){ref-type="ref"}). Overall, regardless of the method employed, community persistence has been broadly defined as the capacity of a community to avoid species extinctions.

One can now link the two concepts above and ask, for example, to what extent modular or nested structures can increase the capacity of communities to avoid species extinctions under random perturbations. In fact, this has been a recurrent question in network and community ecology (Bascompte & Jordano, [2013](#ece34252-bib-0003){ref-type="ref"}; Pascual & Dunne, [2005](#ece34252-bib-0039){ref-type="ref"}; Sales‐Pardo, [2017](#ece34252-bib-0047){ref-type="ref"}). To address this question, studies have fixed a community size, changed the structure systematically by rearranging the interactions of the networks, adopted a measure of community persistence, introduced some external perturbation or condition, and investigated how this measure of community persistence changes as a function of a network structure (Bastolla et al., [2009](#ece34252-bib-0004){ref-type="ref"}; James et al., [2013](#ece34252-bib-0026){ref-type="ref"}; Rohr et al., [2014](#ece34252-bib-0042){ref-type="ref"}; Stouffer & Bascompte, [2003](#ece34252-bib-0053){ref-type="ref"}; Thébault & Fontaine, [2010](#ece34252-bib-0056){ref-type="ref"}). Importantly, these theoretical studies have shown significant associations between network structures and community persistence under given external perturbations.

However, the reading of these findings has many times led to a belief that a structure is either advantageous (important) or not for a community (Sales‐Pardo, [2017](#ece34252-bib-0047){ref-type="ref"}). For example, modular and nested structures have been positively associated with community persistence in antagonistic and mutualistic communities, respectively (Thébault & Fontaine, [2010](#ece34252-bib-0056){ref-type="ref"}). Thus, changes in a presumed important network structure in a community across temporal or environmental gradients have been directly translated to changes in robustness (Dalsgaard et al., [2013](#ece34252-bib-0016){ref-type="ref"}; Takemoto & Kajihara, [2016](#ece34252-bib-0055){ref-type="ref"}; Welti & Joern, [2015](#ece34252-bib-0063){ref-type="ref"}). Moreover, this view has led other studies to suggest that the absence of a given structural pattern in a community can be related to the lack of importance of such network structure overall (James et al., [2013](#ece34252-bib-0026){ref-type="ref"}; Strona & Veech, [2015](#ece34252-bib-0054){ref-type="ref"}). Yet, all these generalizations are derived from particular scenarios of external perturbations, and currently, it is unknown whether these results are consistent under a more systematic analysis (Grilli et al., [2016](#ece34252-bib-0021){ref-type="ref"}; Saavedra et al., [2013](#ece34252-bib-0045){ref-type="ref"}).

3. INCONSISTENT CONCLUSIONS ABOUT THE IMPORTANCE OF NETWORK STRUCTURE {#ece34252-sec-0004}
=====================================================================

To illustrate how naive simulations of external perturbations can lead to inconsistent conclusions about links between network structure and community persistence, we follow a structural stability approach (Rohr et al., [2014](#ece34252-bib-0042){ref-type="ref"}; Thom, [1972](#ece34252-bib-0057){ref-type="ref"}). This approach is particularly useful for our purposes as it allows us to focus on how the qualitative behavior of a dynamical system changes as a function of the parameters of the system itself. For example, the dynamics of the system can be approximated by a population dynamics model (Case, [2000](#ece34252-bib-0010){ref-type="ref"}). Then, the qualitative behavior of this dynamical system can be translated into a given measure of community persistence. Thus, one can investigate the extent to which different interaction networks can tolerate external perturbations (changes in parameter values) without pushing species toward extinction.

This approach can also be graphically represented (see Figure [1](#ece34252-fig-0001){ref-type="fig"}). For example, for a two‐species community, the axes of Figure [1](#ece34252-fig-0001){ref-type="fig"} represent the 2‐dimensional parameter space of species vital rates. The colored regions correspond to the set of those vital rates compatible with positive species abundances (the necessary condition for community persistence). The size and shape of this region depend upon network structure (Cenci, Montero‐Castaño & Saavedra, [2018](#ece34252-bib-0011){ref-type="ref"}). This region is typically called the feasibility domain of a community (Logofet, [1993](#ece34252-bib-0032){ref-type="ref"}; Rohr et al., [2014](#ece34252-bib-0042){ref-type="ref"}). The open and colored symbols represent some initial and final parameter values (after a hypothetical external perturbation), respectively. Rows correspond to the same external perturbation under two different network structures (the reader can think of any type of structures). Columns correspond to the same network structure under two different external perturbations. Note that positive species abundances will be satisfied as long as the parameter values fall inside the feasibility domain. If we were to focus on the first row only, we would conclude that Structure 1 is more robust that Structure 2. However, if we were to focus on the second row, then we would conclude the opposite. Similarly, if we were to focus on each column separately, we would arrive to contrasting conclusions. Moreover, these inconsistent conclusions can be repeated by moving the perturbation (parameter values) to almost any other direction. That is, there is no conceptual support to think of either a positive or negative association exclusively, especially not by focusing on a single type of perturbation.

![Linking external perturbations, network structures, and community persistence. The blue region represents the feasibility domain (parameter space compatible with community persistence) of a population dynamics model. The orange and red circles represent a vector of species intrinsic growth rates $\overset{\rightarrow}{r} = {\lbrack r_{1},r_{2}\rbrack}$ before and after a hypothetical perturbation, respectively. The necessary condition for community persistence is to have a vector of intrinsic growth rates within the feasibility domain (as we show on the top‐left and bottom‐right panels). The cartoon shows that not only the structure of an interaction network is important for community persistence, but also the direction of the perturbation. In fact, just by changing the direction of the perturbation, one may not observe community persistence under the same network structures (as we show on the top‐right and bottom‐left panels). That is, structure per se says little about community persistence if not seen in the light of its local environment](ECE3-8-6852-g001){#ece34252-fig-0001}

More systematically, let us take the classic Lotka‐Volterra (LV) dynamics $\overset{˙}{\overset{\rightarrow}{N}}\; = \;\overset{\rightarrow}{N}{(\overset{\rightarrow}{r} - \mathcal{A}\overset{\rightarrow}{N})}$ as a toy model. These dynamics are useful as one can directly associate the structure of the feasibility domain with the network structure (Saavedra, Rohr, Gilarranz, & Bascompte, [2014](#ece34252-bib-0046){ref-type="ref"}). However, note that results of our discussion extend to a larger class of population dynamics models with nonlinear functional responses (Cenci & Saavedra, [2018](#ece34252-bib-0012){ref-type="ref"}). In the LV model, the abundances of species are represented by the *n*‐dimensional vector $\overset{\rightarrow}{N}$, where *n* corresponds to the community size. The temporal evolution of species abundances $\overset{˙}{\overset{\rightarrow}{N}}$ is a function of the abundances at any given point in time $\overset{\rightarrow}{N}$, the vector of intrinsic growth rates (vital rates) of species $\overset{\rightarrow}{r}$, and the interaction matrix $\mathcal{A}$ (Case, [2000](#ece34252-bib-0010){ref-type="ref"}). Note that the interaction matrix is a quantitative description of the interaction network, while the values of intrinsic growth rates are inherently linked to environmental conditions (Cadotte & Tucker, [2017](#ece34252-bib-0008){ref-type="ref"}; Coulson et al., [2017](#ece34252-bib-0014){ref-type="ref"}; Levins, [1968](#ece34252-bib-0031){ref-type="ref"}). If we take our measure of community persistence as that in which there are no extinctions at equilibrium (i.e., ${\overset{\rightarrow}{N}}^{\ast}\; = \;\mathcal{A}^{- 1}\;\overset{\rightarrow}{r}\; > \; 0$), then we can see that this condition will be satisfied as long as the vector of intrinsic growth rates $\overset{\rightarrow}{r}$ falls inside a feasibility domain constrained by the interaction matrix $\mathcal{A}$ (Rohr et al., [2014](#ece34252-bib-0042){ref-type="ref"}; Saavedra et al., [2017](#ece34252-bib-0044){ref-type="ref"}). Formally, this domain is defined by $D_{F}{(\mathcal{A})}\; = \;\left\{ {\overset{\rightarrow}{r}\; = \; N_{1}^{\ast}{\overset{\rightarrow}{v}}_{1} + \cdots + N_{S}^{\ast}{\overset{\rightarrow}{v}}_{S}\text{,\ with}\mspace{6mu} N_{1}^{\ast} > 0,\cdots,N_{n}^{\ast} > 0} \right\}$, where ${\overset{\rightarrow}{v}}_{i}$ are the $i{th}$ columns of the interaction matrix $\mathcal{A}$.

To quantitatively illustrate the inconsistent conclusions about the importance of the structure of interaction networks through their tolerance to external perturbations, we test the association of community persistence with modular and nested structures under LV dynamics. Yet, we need to stress that our approach can be applied to any combination of structures, perturbations, and models. We measure community persistence as the capacity of a particular structure to avoid extinctions. We build interaction networks on communities of 21 species (this number allows us to easily divide the network into modules, but different dimensions generate the same qualitative results). Interactions are distributed among the species so that there is a clear distinction between the two types of structures analyzed (see Figure [2](#ece34252-fig-0002){ref-type="fig"} for a graphical representation). For comparison purposes, the elements of the interaction matrix $\mathcal{A}$ are taken from a normal distribution with parameters chosen such that the resulting interaction matrices for each structure have same mean and standard deviation. In the absence of an interaction between two species, the corresponding entry in the interaction matrix is zero. Communities (each with a different type of structure) are initialized inside the feasibility region by fixing a lognormal distribution of species abundances $\overset{\rightarrow}{N^{\ast}}$ (Begon, Townsend & Harper, [2009](#ece34252-bib-0005){ref-type="ref"}), and then finding the corresponding vectors of intrinsic growth rates, that is, $\overset{\rightarrow}{r} = \mathcal{A}{\overset{\rightarrow}{N}}^{\ast}$ (Rohr et al., [2016](#ece34252-bib-0043){ref-type="ref"}). Once the communities (with the different structures) are initialized with all species present (${\overset{\rightarrow}{N}}^{\ast} > 0$), we introduce random and directional perturbations on either the interaction matrix or the vector of intrinsic growth rates. While random perturbations act on all the elements of the interaction matrix or the vector of intrinsic growth rates, directional perturbations act on one single column or element. These changes are equivalent to random and targeted perturbations either on the interactions or nodes of a network (Saavedra et al., [2013](#ece34252-bib-0045){ref-type="ref"}, [2014](#ece34252-bib-0046){ref-type="ref"}). After the perturbations, we compute the new equilibrium solution with the changed parameters. Then, we record which community (network structure) avoids extinctions. We repeat this process 5,000 times.

![Inconsistent conclusions about the importance of network structures. As an example, we show the response of two different network structures (a modular and a nested structure) to different external perturbations (see text for details on the simulations performed using a Lotka‐Volterra competition model). All communities are initialized inside the feasibility domain having the same species abundance distribution (see text for details). The *y*‐axis corresponds to the number of times (out of 5,000) that the community tolerated a perturbation (i.e., no species goes extinct). That is, the large the bar, the more tolerant the network structure. Panel (a) corresponds to random perturbations on species interactions. Panel (b) corresponds to random perturbations on species intrinsic growth rates. Panels (c) and (d) correspond to directional perturbations on species interactions. That is, only the values of one column of the interaction matrix are changed in each case. Finally, Panels (e) and (f) correspond to directional perturbations on species intrinsic growth rates. That is, only one growth rate of one species is changed in each case](ECE3-8-6852-g002){#ece34252-fig-0002}

Figure [2](#ece34252-fig-0002){ref-type="fig"} shows the estimated community persistence (number of times a given structure avoids extinctions) derived for each combination of structure and perturbation. The first row corresponds to the community persistence under random perturbations acting on either the interaction matrix (Panel a) or the vector of intrinsic growth rates (Panel b). The second row corresponds to the community persistence under directional perturbations acting on either the interaction matrix or on the vector of intrinsic growth rates of the most and least connected species. In the same line as in Figure [1](#ece34252-fig-0001){ref-type="fig"}, if we were to focus on the first row only, we would conclude that modular and nested structures are more robust under perturbations acting on the interaction matrix and intrinsic growth rates, respectively. However, if we were to focus on the second row, then we would conclude the opposite (Panels c and f), or simply that there is no difference between the structures (Panels d and e). Similarly, if we were to focus on each network structure separately, we would arrive to contrasting conclusions as a function of the perturbations. Note that these inconsistencies are not exclusive to the perturbations here analyzed. Overall, these simple conceptual and quantitative analyses demonstrate that the association of a given network structure with community persistence completely depends on the type, direction, and magnitude of perturbations.

4. A PLEA FOR AN ENVIRONMENT‐DEPENDENT FRAMEWORK {#ece34252-sec-0005}
================================================

As it is known, species interaction networks are the result of different evolutionary and ecological processes acting at the individual and the collective level (Thompson, [2005](#ece34252-bib-0058){ref-type="ref"}). Because these processes typically yield to adaptation to local environments (Grant & Grant, [2014](#ece34252-bib-0020){ref-type="ref"}; Valverde, Montoya, Joppa, & Solé, [2018](#ece34252-bib-0060){ref-type="ref"}), it becomes useful to think about the relative importance of a network structure under a particular environmental setting. That is, the importance of a network structure should be studied under an environment‐dependent framework (Chamberlain, Bronstein, & Rudgers, [2014](#ece34252-bib-0013){ref-type="ref"}; Song et al., [2017](#ece34252-bib-0051){ref-type="ref"}). This research agenda can be achieved using environment‐dependent parameters as the link between community dynamics and environmental conditions (Cadotte & Tucker, [2017](#ece34252-bib-0008){ref-type="ref"}; Rohr et al., [2016](#ece34252-bib-0043){ref-type="ref"}). The goal will be to investigate the range of environmental conditions compatible with community persistence under a given network structure, the expected environmental conditions in a given location, and their overlap. Below, we explain this environment‐dependent framework in more detail.

The first step is to systematically study the set of environmental conditions tolerated by a community with a given network structure. This requires to link community dynamics and environmental conditions, which can be achieved through specifying environment‐dependent parameters in a model (e.g., species carrying capacities) (Cadotte & Tucker, [2017](#ece34252-bib-0008){ref-type="ref"}; Coulson et al., [2017](#ece34252-bib-0014){ref-type="ref"}). That is, instead of studying the tolerance of a network structure as a function of random environmental conditions, we propose to study the set of conditions (range of environment‐dependent parameter values) compatible with the persistence of the community. This set is what we have previously called the feasibility domain. Recall that this domain is defined by the particular dynamics and network structure of a community (Rohr et al., [2014](#ece34252-bib-0042){ref-type="ref"}). As an illustration, Figure [3](#ece34252-fig-0003){ref-type="fig"}a shows the feasibility domain of two different network structures under the same population dynamics. Importantly, in many cases, the size and shape of the feasibility domain can be analytically investigated (Saavedra et al., [2017](#ece34252-bib-0044){ref-type="ref"}).

![The relative importance of network structures under an environment‐dependent framework. This cartoon illustrates the extent to which the importance of network structures depends on local environmental settings. The left panel shows two different feasibility domains (range of environment‐dependent parameter values compatible with community persistence) of a hypothetical two‐dimensional system. These domains are generated by two different network structures characterized by their corresponding interaction matrices. Note that the left domain is larger than the one on the right. The middle panel corresponds to a hypothetical characterization of an environment in a given location (e.g., set of environmental conditions over a period of time) as a function of environment‐dependent parameters. This region of parameters can also be represented by a distribution. The right panel corresponds to the overlap between the environment and the two network structures (i.e., community persistence). Note that the smaller feasibility domain **A** ~**2**~ can have a larger overlap with the environment $\Xi$ (i.e., $\Gamma_{2}\; > \;\Gamma_{1}$ in the Figure), providing a higher probability of persistence for the community](ECE3-8-6852-g003){#ece34252-fig-0003}

The second step involves estimating the range of environment‐dependent parameter values compatible with the environment in a given location (i.e., the local environment over a period of time) (Coulson et al., [2017](#ece34252-bib-0014){ref-type="ref"}; Petchey et al., [2015](#ece34252-bib-0040){ref-type="ref"}). For example, it may be possible to map the influence of environmental conditions such as temperature, humidity, or soil composition, into species carrying capacities (Germain, Weir, & Gilbert, [2016](#ece34252-bib-0017){ref-type="ref"}; Godoy, Kraft, & Levine, [2014](#ece34252-bib-0019){ref-type="ref"}; Kuang & Chesson, [2009](#ece34252-bib-0028){ref-type="ref"}; Levine & HilleRisLambers, [2009](#ece34252-bib-0030){ref-type="ref"}; Narwani, Alexandrou, Oakley, Carroll, & Cardinale, [2013](#ece34252-bib-0035){ref-type="ref"}; Song et al., [2017](#ece34252-bib-0051){ref-type="ref"}). Similarly, species carrying capacities can be linked to the total amount of available resources per consumption rate, where monocultures have been used as an experimental ground to estimating such values (Case, [2000](#ece34252-bib-0010){ref-type="ref"}). Note that this estimation could also be represented by a probability distribution for the carrying capacities (Cadotte & Tucker, [2017](#ece34252-bib-0008){ref-type="ref"}). That is, a measure of which type of carrying capacity are more likely to be observed in a given environment. As an illustration, Figure [3](#ece34252-fig-0003){ref-type="fig"}b shows a hypothetical environment in a given location as a function of environment‐dependent parameters. Note that this characterization would also require knowledge about climatic conditions or the use of weather models (Schleuning et al., [2016](#ece34252-bib-0049){ref-type="ref"}), as well as knowledge about how individual species respond to those changes. While this task could be challenging, both new theoretical (Amarasekare & Coutinho, [2013](#ece34252-bib-0002){ref-type="ref"}; Benadi, Blüthgen, Hovestadt, & Poethke, [2013](#ece34252-bib-0006){ref-type="ref"}; Csergö et al., [2017](#ece34252-bib-0015){ref-type="ref"}; Holt et al., [2017](#ece34252-bib-0023){ref-type="ref"}; Hunter‐Cevera et al., [2017](#ece34252-bib-0024){ref-type="ref"}; Poisot, Stouffer, & Gravel, [2015](#ece34252-bib-0041){ref-type="ref"}) and empirical studies (CaraDonna et al., [2017](#ece34252-bib-0009){ref-type="ref"}; Schleuning et al., [2016](#ece34252-bib-0049){ref-type="ref"}; Vázquez, Chacoff, & Cagnolo, [2009](#ece34252-bib-0061){ref-type="ref"}) are providing a good guideline toward this goal. Overall, the task is to characterize a representative set of potential environmental conditions for a given location rather than an arbitrary set of random external perturbations.

The third step corresponds to merging steps one and two. Because it is virtually impossible to know the type, direction, and magnitude of environmental conditions acting on a community at every given point in time, it becomes useful to study the extent to which the environmental conditions compatible with a given network structure overlap with the environment faced by a community in a given location. This overlap corresponds to the proportion of the feasibility domain of a community that is inside the set of environment‐dependent parameter values expected in a given location (for a graphical example clear counter, see Figure [3](#ece34252-fig-0003){ref-type="fig"}c). Formally, this proportion can be defined by the ratio of the following volumes: $\Gamma{(D_{F}{(\mathcal{A}_{i})} \cap \Xi_{j})} = \text{vol}{(D_{F}{(\mathcal{A}_{i})} \cap \Xi_{j})}/\text{vol}{(\Xi_{j})}$, where $D_{F}{(\mathcal{A}_{i})}$ corresponds to the feasibility domain of a community *i* (network structure) and $\Xi_{j}$ corresponds to the distribution *j* of environment‐dependent parameter values expected in an environment. In other words, community persistence should always be measured under an environment‐dependent framework (Levins, [1968](#ece34252-bib-0031){ref-type="ref"}). This definition implies two important concepts: (a) Under the same environment $\Xi_{j}$, differences among structures ($\mathcal{A}_{1}$ and $\mathcal{A}_{2}$) can reflect differences among feasibility domains, and, in turn, differences among community persistence ($\Gamma_{\mathit{ij}}$). (b) Under different environments ($\Xi_{1}$ and $\Xi_{2}$), differences among feasibility domains do not directly reflect differences between community persistence. That is, a community with a small feasibility domain can have a much greater community persistence that a community with a large feasibility domain if the environment happens to overlap more with the domain of the small one (see Figure [3](#ece34252-fig-0003){ref-type="fig"}c for an illustration). While this approach certainly does not remove the existence of inconsistent conclusions under different environments (e.g., moving from $\Xi_{1}$ to $\Xi_{2}$), it allows us to better characterize the link between network structures and environmental settings.

5. FINAL THOUGHTS {#ece34252-sec-0006}
=================

We have shown that it is necessary to rethink the importance of the structure of ecological networks under an environment‐dependent framework; otherwise, we may miss the forest for the trees. Because local adaptation is the *leitmotiv* of natural selection, a plausible hypothesis is that network structures are emergent responses of communities to their environment (Cenci et al., [2018](#ece34252-bib-0011){ref-type="ref"}; Coulson et al., [2017](#ece34252-bib-0014){ref-type="ref"}; Levin, [2005](#ece34252-bib-0029){ref-type="ref"}; Levins, [1968](#ece34252-bib-0031){ref-type="ref"}; Margalef, [1968](#ece34252-bib-0033){ref-type="ref"}; Odum, [1969](#ece34252-bib-0038){ref-type="ref"}; Valverde et al., [2018](#ece34252-bib-0060){ref-type="ref"}). That is, there is no one better network structure than other in general. However, there can be one network structure more tolerant than other structure to a particular environment. This also implies that a change in network structure is neither advantageous nor detrimental per se. Changes in network structure can be the result of different factors, such as external perturbations, ecological or evolutionary processes, invasions, and extinctions, among others. Similarly, these changes can be adaptive or nonadaptive, revealing that changes in a presumed important network structure in a community across temporal or environmental gradients cannot be directly translated to changes in robustness. In fact, studies have already shown contrasting effects of structural changes on adaptability (Gilljam, Curtsdotter & Ebenman, [2015](#ece34252-bib-0018){ref-type="ref"}; Kondoh, [2003](#ece34252-bib-0027){ref-type="ref"}). Thus, again, these analyses can only make sense within an environmental context. Therefore, the lack of a structural pattern in one or several communities does not imply that such structure has no importance at all. It may only imply that such structure is not particularly advantageous under the current environmental settings.

While we have developed a nonexhaustive quantitative exercise of the many possible structures, dynamics, and perturbations, we have shown clear counterexamples of how conclusions about the importance of a network structure derived from particular combinations are inconsistent. Thus, because it is virtually impossible to know a priori all the characteristics of future perturbations (Scheffers et al., [2016](#ece34252-bib-0048){ref-type="ref"}; Stenseth et al., [2002](#ece34252-bib-0052){ref-type="ref"}; Walther, [2010](#ece34252-bib-0062){ref-type="ref"}), we need to abandon a dichotomous view and systematically link network structure and community persistence under an environment‐dependent context. While the approach we have outlined in this work is by no means the only possible one, we hope it can be used as a guideline toward a better understanding of both the existence of structural patterns in ecological networks and how communities may respond under future scenarios of climate change.
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